Overnight Parking Conditions for Aires
Site rules for Aires:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Only motorcaravans with onboard facilities will be allowed to use the sites.
Overnight Parking Only - NO CAMPING BEHAVIOUR ALLOWED
Where the site owner requires advance notice the sites may be reserved 24 hours in advance
Max stay of 48 hours no return within 7 days.
If possible parking bays will be separated by a non combustible boundary to maintain a
minimum 3m spacing between motorcaravans
6. Length restrictions may be applied, the site listing will show any restrictions.
7. All aires will be open to non members.
8. Signage showing the rules must be clearly displayed.
9. The signage above should display (LEAVE NO TRACE).
10. Where there is a charge for use of the site the collection of this will be the sole responsibility of
the site owner.

Sites with services
1. If only drinking water is available this will be classed as Overnight Parking Only.
2. If black waste disposal is available this will be classed as Motorcaravan Parking with Service
Points
3. The preferred method of grey waste disposal is a drive over drain.
4. If a drive over drain is not available signage MUST indicate where to dispose of grey waste.
5. Where possible sites should include rubbish bins or recycling point.
6. If no rubbish disposal on site signage must indicate if there is a disposal point nearby

NO CAMPING BEHAVIOUR
When using an Aire then no camping behaviour is allowed.
please respect this or our sites may be closed.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Self Contained motorcaravan only.
You must have on board toilets
Onboard water and waste (No external containers)
No bbq or cooking outside of the vehicle
No sun loungers.
No awnings, canopies or wind breaks
No free standing solar panels or generators
No washing lines.
Stabilising legs should not be deployed

A. You may deploy a step for access to the vehicle
B. Levelling ramps will be allowed if you can drive on and o the ramps.
C. Windows may be opened for ventilation
Only empty grey waste as instructed
Do not leave bags of rubbish onsite if bins are full
Please be respectful of local residents
Enjoy your stay
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Motorcaravans are less than 2.5m wide thus a bay of 3.5m allows a unit parked in the
centre of the bay to have .5m both sides.
A 2m gap between bays gives min of .5 + 2 + .5 = 3m spacing.
As there are no external xtures this achieves the min 3m re break recommended by
the Motorcaravan Overnight Parking Fire Safety Report.

